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 html = ChangeLog = **Version 1.6** * Released the first public version of the software. * Uploaded the source code on
Github: * Created a new repository on BitBucket: = Version 1.5 = **Version 1.4** * Created an official Windows installer.

**Version 1.3** * Added a new template (ToDo-List) for the Kanban board. * Fixed a bug that prevented me to attach files to
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cards. = Version 1.2 = * Added a new template for the Kanban board. * Added the ability to create and edit lists. * Added the
ability to add task to a list. * Added the ability to add links to a task in a list. * Added the ability to reorder lists. * Added the
ability to add subtasks to a task in a list. * Added the ability to delete tasks in a list. * Added the ability to delete subtasks in a

list. * Added the ability to add cards to a list. * Added the ability to add subtasks to a card in a list. * Added the ability to
remove cards from a list. * Added the ability to rename cards. * Added the ability to add multiple filters. * Added the ability to
delete multiple filters. = Version 1.1 = * Fixed a bug in which I was unable to assign values to the Kanban board. * Fixed a bug
in which I was unable to attach files to cards. * Fixed a bug in which I was unable to remove a filter. = Version 1.0 = * Initial

public version. Perceived visual difficulty influences the development of text recognition in presbyopic myopes and
emmetropes. Although there is considerable interest in the effects of presbyopia on visual performance, little is known about the
development of the ability to recognize text in the context of reducing blur. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effects

of reading text for a single session on the development of text recognition 82157476af
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